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Other than the active ingredient, a generic may contain very different other binders and fillers. His scores make his case.
They just have a different imprint on them. These were generic versions of Wellbutrin XL Many insurers won't cover
brand-name drugs at all if there's a generic available. Click to Load More. Not all generics behave the same way. This
time, after a month, Sertraline hadn't made a dent in my symptoms. Labels on most generic drugs are incorrect. Even
more of a drag? Users who'd been successfully treated with Wellbutrin for years said that they'd been switched to
Budeprion by their doctor or pharmacist, often without being informed, and had suffered such consequences as a return
of depression sometimes more severe than ever , suicidal thoughts, panic attacks, mood swings, anxiety, nausea and
insomnia. You can also report this to ConsumerLab. But it's downright depressing when. Ask your pharmacist if one
exists for your medication. You can find the name sometimes an abbreviation on the bottle. These are generics typically
made by the same manufacturer of the brand name medication but sold under a generic brand name.Oct 29, - Sertraline
(Zoloft) is an antidepressant taken by millions of people every day. Reports are cropping up that some generic
formulations may pose problems. Apr 29, - The Food and Drug Administration sees no difference between brand-name
and generic medications for depression. The Difference Between Generic and Brand-Name Antidepressants. With
somewhat older antidepressants, such as fluoxetine (Prozac), several different manufacturers make the. I took one brand
of generic Zoloft (Pfizer) for the past 3 months with no problems. It's the second company (Teva), to make it, their
version is the one I hear is the problem and that's the one my pharmacy is now carrying. According to the pharmacist
name brand Zoloft will drop 80% in cost in 6 months once. Sep 2, - I have been taking Zoloft or Sertraline ( mg daily)
for about 7 yrs now. It has worked very well until recently. My last prescription refill the sertraline color changed from a
yellowish/tan color to a light green and it also changed in shape. Would this change have anything to do with the drug
not working?Zoloft isn't working PLZ HELP!! I have OCD, BPD. The only reason I noticed the manufacturer was
different was because I had to get my box and actually make sure sertraline was in there! Because I feel completly
different to before. Is this a likely cause of my symptoms returning? I'm sure if I asked the doctor he would say no but
I'm so upset to be feeling. I spoke with my GP who said that there was absolutely no difference between the generic
brand and Lustral, and me being me, took the word of a professional who had . I have just had a really bad start of the
year I am a part time student and was working - Lupin's generic of sertraline looks to be the issue. Mar 28, - Due to
changes in insurance(ain't it fun) I am now on generic zoloft. Never put 2 and 2 together until this morning. It has
suddenly occurred to me that my meds don't seem to be working as well as they use to and I am certainly not as level as
I was. I see my old self creeping back and could not understand. Dec 17, - your doctor, pharmacist and health insurance
provider insist that you're wrong, that there is no difference between brand-name drugs and their generics, and that these
side effects I wrestled with this question a few months ago when my doctor prescribed Sertraline, a Zoloft generic, to
treat my depression. Mar 26, - Generics are supposed to be deemed bioequivalent, which means they should have the
same amount of active ingredient as their brand counterparts as demonstrated on healthy volunteers. They do not test
whether they actually work or not (i.e. efficacy/effectiveness). I mentioned my problems to my dr. at my next visit and
he immediately asked me if the generic that caused the problems was made by Teva. I told him it was and he told me
that he has had many patients that have had problems with medications made by Teva (not just sertraline) because Teva
is only required to have an.
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